DORSETT RESIDENCES
BUKIT BINTANG
A Notable Address That
HOMES IN ON EVERYTHING

Indeed, you can't get any central. Sitting in the strategic location, premier shopping and entertainment destinations such as Pavilion and Starhill Gallery are merely at your doorstep. The nearest MRT station to various parts of the city is just a stone’s throw away. In short, you’re entering a world of no boundaries.
LIVE
STYLISHLY

The remarkable Dorsett Residences, offering distinctive living where every outstanding amenity of this immensely popular shopping avenue, Bukit Bintang district is seamlessly connected.

Live with Fashion, Culinary, Culture and Commerce.
Live out your own style.
THE HEART BEAT OF KUALA LUMPUR

- 5-MIN DRIVE
- 15-MIN WALKING DISTANCE

--- Walking / Driving Distance Zone

Short Walks To Surrounding Amenities

MRT BUKIT BINTANG
2mins

BINTANG WALK
2mins

STARHILL
2mins

3mins

PAVILION

10mins

KL CONVENTION CENTRE

2mins

KLCC TWIN TOWERS

Upcoming Developments

A 70-acre international hub for economic and financial activities with an estimated gross development investment of MYR26 billion. (Planned for completion by 2019)

World-famous department store Harrods is opening its first branded hotel in Kuala Lumpur featuring 250 to 300 rooms over 30 floors.
Unparalleled Shopping

Located in the Golden Triangle, the busiest district in Kuala Lumpur, bringing sophisticated shopping close to you. The copious mix of international luxury brands and entertainment will definitely uplift your spirit.

Savour The Arrival of Luxe

Be spoilt for choices, surrender appetite to appealing gourmet indulgence. From upmarket fine-dining restaurants, quirky bistros to welcoming cafes are all within your block. This is about top-notch pleasure...
Exquisite Living With NETWORK ACCESSIBILITY

Charming accommodation, convenient commuting and vibrant nightlife, making Dorsett Residences an ideal residential enclave among young expats. The epicentre for quality social life and great business networking.

SECURED PARKING System

Introducing our professional valet service to treat every resident discerningly. You may leave your vehicle at the entrance as our well-trained valet would responsibly park your car. It is completely hassle-free, safe and secure.
Night Is Falling. The City

It's more fun in Jalan Bukit Bintang, after six. DJs in town are playing for the crowd that's ready to dress up and party hard.

NEVER SLEEPS

Cheers To CELEBRATION
Luminous Lobby For

Your lavish experience begins upon entering the soaring atrium that leads to its lobby and reception area, before accessing your private dwelling.
Bask In The Pool Of RELAXATION

Immerse yourself in the exclusively designed 150m infinity edge pool on the 30th floor with a splendid view of the KL Skyline that is simply sheer relaxation.

RELISH WELLNESS On High

A glass-enclosed design complements the stunning city view. The airy fitness studio that is equipped with state-of-the-art athletic facilities on the 30th floor will enthuse you to work out more often.
TRULY SENSUOUS

In Detail

From sumptuous décor to carpets, wall-paper and textile wall-elements, each designer room is simply a synonym of modern comfort and timeless elegance.

Luxuriate in this ‘royal sanctuary’ right in the bustling heart of the city.

Finest Selection For REAL ESTEEM

The contemporary touch with world-class fittings and refined details...

Luxuriate in this ‘royal sanctuary’ right in the bustling heart of the city.
Best Retreat
TO LIVE IN & HANG OUT

Within the whirl of excitement, you will find Dorsett Residences a redefined luxury through unsurpassed service.

By day, indulge in the most iconic brands and shops.
By night, celebrate with the finest champagne, caviar and wines.

Live in the bustling metropolis.
Live in the Dorsett Residences, Jalan Bukit Bintang.
Charismatic . Timeless . Prestigious.

www.dorsettresidencesbb.com
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